Abstract. The ground spaces of a vector space of hermitian matrices, partially ordered by inclusion, form a lattice constructible from top to bottom in terms of intersections of maximal ground spaces. In this paper we characterize the lattice elements and the maximal lattice elements within the set of all subspaces using constraints on operator cones. Our results contribute to the geometry of quantum marginals, as their lattices of exposed faces are isomorphic to the lattices of ground spaces of local Hamiltonians.
Introduction
The variation principle [27, 51] for estimating the ground energy E 0 (smallest eigenvalue) of a Hamiltonian h (hermitian matrix) asserts that (1.1) E 0 ď xψ|h|ψy for all pure states |ψy. This means that E 0 is the smallest expected energy a quantum system can have in any pure state |ψy if h is the energy operator. The upper bound on E 0 is mathematically trivial but computationally very useful. Nevertheless, the estimation of E 0 for the class of k-local Hamiltonians, describing the energy of a many-body system without interactions between more than k units, is a hard problem already for k " 2 [36, 35, 20] . Geometric approaches to the local Hamiltonian problem of estimating E 0 are discussed since the 1960's. A basic idea is that E 0 is the displacement of the supporting hyperplane with normal vector h touching the convex set D pkq of k-body marginals. Similar to the local Hamiltonian problem, the quantum marginal problem of deciding whether a tuple of states lies in D pkq is neither believed to have efficiently computable solutions [39, 60] . Many of the results pertaining to D pkq were originally obtained in the fermionic case (not treated here). Notably, spectral properties of marginal density matrices [19, 3, 52, 18] were discovered. Spectral conditions are insufficient to characterize k-body marginals of overlapping subsystems (k ą 1), for that there are results concerning extreme points [19, 23, 45, 17] and order-theoretic results regarding ground spaces of marginal states [16] .
In this article we study order-theoretic aspects of the convex geometry of a set of quantum marginals-we begin with linear images of general convex sets, then linear images of state spaces of matrix algebras, and finally the very special case of quantum marginals D pkq . More precisely, a quantum mechanical system [15, 2] is described by a complex *-subalgebra of M n including the n-by-n identity matrix 1. A density matrix, or state, of A is a matrix of trace one in the cone A`:" ta P A : a ľ 0u of positive semi-definite matrices in A. The states of A form a convex set C A , called state space.
According to the variation principle (1.1) and using a simple convexity argument, the ground energy of a Hamiltonian u P A is mintxρ, uy : ρ P C A u, where xa, by " trpa˚bq is the Hilbert-Schmidt inner product of a, b P A. Assuming u lies in a linear subspace U Ă A of hermitian matrices, Euclidean geometry shows (1.2) mintxb, uy : b P πpC A qu, u P U, where π is the orthogonal projection onto U . Geometrically, equation (1.2) means that the ground energy restricted to U is the distance of the origin from the supporting hyperplane of πpC A q with inner normal vector u.
A well-known aspect of πpC A q is the isomorphism between its exposed faces and the ground projections of U . An exposed face of πpC A q is the intersection of πpC A q with a supporting hyperplane, that is the subset of πpC A q at which the minimum (1.2) is achieved for some u P U . The ground projection p 0 puq of u is the spectral projection of u corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue. The ground space of u is the image of p 0 puq. The set of exposed faces of πpC A q, partially ordered by inclusion, is lattice-isomorphic to the set PpU q of ground projections of U , partially ordered by the Löwner partial ordering [57] .
A discussion of normal cones of πpC A q leads to the Definition 5.2 of the cone
is the complementary projection of p, and
where kerpuq is the kernel projection of u. It is easy to show that if 1 P U , then the ground projection p 0 puq of any u P U is greater than or equal to any projection p P A satisfying Kppq Ą Kpp 0 puqq. Theorem 5.4 completes this statement to what we call variation principle: For every projection p P A, the set of projections q P A satisfying Kpqq " Kppq has a greatest element q max ppq and q max ppq P PpU q. The variation principle shows that the decision problem of whether a projection p P A lies in PpU q is equivalent to that of whether p " q max ppq. One way to compute q max ppq is to pick a relative interior point u of Kppq and compute its ground projection p 0 puq, as q max ppq " p 0 puq follows from results concerning normal cones of state spaces [54] . This raises the question, not teated here, of whether a relative interior point of Kppq can be efficiently computed.
The computation of PpU q can be put down to that of the maximal elements of PpU qzt1u, known as coatoms, as the latter generate PpU q in terms of infima [57] . Clearly, a projection p of A of rank n´1 is a coatom if and only if p 1 P U , that is if Kppq is a ray. Theorem 6.1(1) proves for any p P PpU q that p is a coatom if and only if Kppq is a ray. The interesting part of the theorem, that p P PpU q is not a coatom if dimpKppqq ą 1, is exploited in Section 8. Infima of projections are studied, for example, in [37, 26, 14] .
The article is organized as follows. Section 2 proves a variation principle for convex sets. Sections 3 and 4 recall lattice isomorphisms related to the state space and its linear images. Section 5 translates the variation principle to ground spaces. Section 6 characterizes coatoms. Section 7 discusses a non-commutative example. Sections 8 and 9 deal with local Hamiltonians. Section 10 is a conclusion. Remark 1.1 (Complexity of D pkq ). The semi-definite extension complexity [24, 5] of D pkq is the minimal dimension d for which D pkq is a linear image of an affine section of Md . The local Hamiltonian problem being hard for k ě 2, the existence of efficient algorithms [43] for linear optimization on Md suggests that the complexity Op2 N q of D pkq for N qubits is unlikely to be polynomial in N . Because of the gap from Op2 N q to the polynomial dimpD pk" ΘpN k q, the set D pkq has a much richer convex geometry than sections and projections of Md can have for d of order ? N k .
Remark 1.2 (Topology of PpU q).
In addition to contributing to the geometry of πpC A q, we hope that the results will ultimately enable us to discuss the topology of PpU q. If the algebra A is non-commutative, then PpU q may not be closed in the norm topology, because of discontinuities of the maximum-entropy inference map πpC A q Ñ C A under linear constraints [58] . For example, PpU p2is not norm closed for three qubits [50] . For a many-body system, the discontinuity of the inference map D pkq Ñ C A is equivalent [56, 59, 50] to that of a correlation quantity [4, 7, 61, 6, 48, 44, 30] closely related to the "irreducible correlation" first introduced in [38] . For k " 1, the quantity is the mutual information or multi-information, which is continuous and which measures the total correlation [28] .
A variation principle for pre-images of exposed faces
We show that the pre-images of exposed faces of a projection of a convex set C are the greatest exposed faces under a normal cone constraint. Definition 2.1. A closure operation [1, 13] on a set I is an operator 2 I Ñ 2 I , X Þ Ñ clpXq on the subsets of I such that for all X, Y Ă I we have X Ă clpXq (extensive), clpcl Xq " clpXq (idempotent), and X Ă Y ùñ clpXq Ă clpY q (isotone). Subsets X Ă I with X " clpXq are called closed sets with respect to cl. Lemma 2.2. Let cl be a closure operation on a set I. Let S Ă 2 I contain all closed subsets of I. A set X P S is closed with respect to cl if and only if X is the greatest element of tG P S | clpGq " clpXqu, partially ordered by inclusion.
Proof: Let X P S be closed and let G P S such that clpGq " clpXq, then
Conversely, let X be the greatest element of all G P S for which clpGq " clpXq holds. Since clpXq P S and since clpcl Xq " clpXq we have X Ą clpXq. As cl is extensive, we obtain X " clpXq which shows that X is closed.A s a standard notation for the article, let A denote a finite-dimensional Euclidean vector space, C Ă A a convex subset, U Ă A a linear subspace, and π U : A Ñ A the orthogonal projection onto U . We frequently write π instead of π U . An exposed face of C is defined to be either the empty set or any subset of C of the form (2.1)
We denote by EpCq the set of exposed faces of C. If x P C and txu is an exposed face, then x is called an exposed point.
Definition 2.3 (Complete lattice)
. Let ϕ : K 1 Ñ K 2 be a map between two partially ordered sets K 1 , K 2 . The map ϕ is isotone if x ď y ùñ ϕpxq ď ϕpyq holds and ϕ is antitone if x ď y ùñ ϕpxq ě ϕpyq holds. Let K be a lattice, that is a partially ordered set where the infimum k^ and supremum k _ of each pair of elements k, P K exists. The lattice K is complete if the infimum and supremum of an arbitrary subset of K exist. For a complete lattice K, the infimum of H is defined to be the greatest element of K and the supremum of H is the smallest element.
The set of exposed faces EpCq, partially ordered by inclusion, forms a complete lattice whose infimum is the intersection [8, 40, 55] . Consider the set of pre-images of exposed faces of πpCq,
We denote the smallest element of L containing X Ă C by
The set L, partially ordered by inclusion, is again a complete lattice whose infimum is the intersection, for details see Proposition 5.6 of [55] . Hence, the set-valued map cl L : 2 C Ñ 2 C is a closure operation whose closed sets are the elements of L. Clearly L Ă EpCq holds so Lemma 2.2 shows the following.
Lemma 2.4. Let F P EpCq. We have F P L if and only if F is the greatest element of tG P EpCq | cl L pGq " cl L pF qu, partially ordered by inclusion.
Let us reformulate the condition cl L pGq " cl L pF q of Lemma 2.4 in terms of normal cones. First, we recall from Proposition 5.6 of [55] that the projection
is an isotone lattice isomorphism. Here, the set-valued map 2 A Ñ 2 A induced by the projection π : A Ñ A is denoted by the symbol π, too. We denote the smallest exposed face of C containing X Ă C by
Proof: Using the lattice isomorphism of (2.4), one obtains from (2.3) the equation
which completes the proof.A vector u P A is a normal vector (inward pointing) of C at x P C if xy´x, uy ě 0 for all y P C. The normal cone N C pxq of C at x is the set of all normal vectors of C at x. The relative interior ripCq of C is the interior of C in the topology of the affine hull of C. The normal cone N C pXq of C at a non-empty convex subset X Ă C is defined to be the normal cone of N C pxq of C at any point x P ripXq (the definition does not depend on x, see [53, 55] ). The normal cone of C at H is defined to be N C pHq " A. Let N pCq :" tN C pXq | X Ă C is convexu denote the set of normal cones of C.
We recall basic properties of normal cones employed later. First, N pCq is, partially ordered by inclusion, a complete lattice whose infimum is the intersection [55] . Second, normal cones do not decrease under the closure operation cl EpCq , (2.5)
The equation (2.5) is proved in Lemma 4.6 of [55] for faces X of C, but is true as stated here 1 for convex subsets X Ă C. Thereby, a face of C is a convex subset of C which contains every closed segment contained in C whose open segment it meets. Third, if C is not a singleton, then Proposition 4.7 of [55] shows that (2.6)
is an antitone lattice isomorphism. Fourth, we interpret normal cones of πpCq as subsets of U . For x P πpCq and y P π|´1 C ptxuq, the normal cone of πpCq at x is N πpCq pxq " N C pyq X U , see Lemma 5.9 of [55] . Hence
because πpri Xq Ă ripπpXqq, see for example [49] . By convention, N πpCq pHq " U .
Proposition 2.6. Let πpCq be not a singleton and let F P EpCq. Then F P L holds if and only if F is the greatest element of tG P EpCq | N C pGq X U " N C pF q X U u, partially ordered by inclusion.
Proof: Let F P EpCq. Lemma 2.4 shows that F lies in L if and only if F is the greatest among all exposed faces G P EpCq which have the same closure in L,
We transform the condition into five equivalent conditions.
These conditions follow, respectively, from the isomorphisms (2.4), Lemma 2.5, the isomorphism (2.6), equation (2.5), and equation (2.7).3
.
Geometric representations of projections
Classical statistics and the statistics of quantum mechanics are special among more general statistical theories [31, 29] because they can be described in the setting of C*-algebras. We recall some lattice isomorphisms in the C*-algebraic context [2] .
Here and subsequently, let A Ă M n be a complex *-subalgebra including the n-byn identity matrix 1, and let A Ă A denote the real subspace of hermitian matrices. The algebra A is partially ordered by the relation a ĺ b, a, b P A, also denoted b ľ a, which means that b´a is positive semi-definite. This partial ordering is known as the Löwner partial ordering. The fundamental events of the statistical theory form the set of projections of A,
The set P A , endowed with the Löwner partial ordering, is a complete lattice [2] and
is a lattice isomorphism, where subspaces of C n are partially ordered by inclusion. The infimum of two subspaces is their intersection.
In quantum mechanics, a hermitian matrix has the interpretation of energy operator (Hamiltonian) and its eigenvalues are the possible energy values [11] . We denote the real vector space of hermitian matrices by A :" ta P A | a˚" au.
The smallest eigenvalue λ 0 paq of a P A is the ground energy of a, the corresponding eigenspace of a is the ground space of a, and the projection p 0 paq P P A onto the ground space is the ground projection of a. This defines a map
Consider the state space C A " tρ P A | ρ ľ 0, trpρq " 1u of positive semi-definite trace-one matrices in A. If ρ P C A , then the projection onto imagepρq is called support projection of ρ and will be denoted by supppρq P P A . We call ρ a ground state of a P A if supppρq ĺ p 0 paq. The commutative algebra A Ă M n of diagonal matrices may be seen as the space of functions
Hermitian matrices are in one-to-one correspondence with real functions A " R X . The state space C A of C X is the simplex of probability distributions on X, ∆ X :" tf : X Ñ R | @x P X : f pxq ě 0 and ř xPX f pxq " 1u. The projections are in one-to-one correspondence with 0-1-functions P A -t0, 1u
X , which we identify with the power set 2 X of subsets of X. The lattice P A is a Boolean algebra [1, 13] , partially ordered by inclusion. For p, q P P A , the complementary projection p 1 " 1´p of p is the set-theoretical complement p 1 " Xzp, the infimum of p and q is the intersection p^q " p X q and the supremum is the union p _ q " p Y q. While ground spaces are vector spaces, it should be save to call the finite set p 0 pf q " argmintf pxq | x P Xu Ă X ground space of f P A. We refer to x P p 0 pf q as a ground configuration of f .
We return to an arbitrary *-subalgebra A Ă M n with 1 P A. Opposed to the simplex, C A has no intuitive visualization in the three-dimensional space [12] . The geometry of C A is easily grasped by the lattice isomorphism
from projections to exposed faces, see for example Corollary 3.36 of [2] . With notation from (2.1) and (3.2), the projections may be taken to be ground projections, we have
To study normal cones we recall that the relative interior of F C paq is
See Proposition 2.9 of [54] for a proof of (3.6) and (3.7). Like exposed faces, the normal cones of C A have a simple algebraic representation. Proposition 2.11 of [54] shows
The normal cone at a convex subset being equal to the normal cone at any relative interior point of the convex set, the preceding equation and (3.7) show
We observe that C A is not a singleton if A fl C. In that case we obtain, combining (3.5) and (2.6), the antitone lattice isomorphism
Notice that, since p 0 : A Ñ P A is onto P A zt0u, the equations (3.6) and (3.8) show
Geometric representations of ground projections
We discuss the lattice of ground projections of a linear subspace of hermitian matrices. We recall that the lattice is isomorphic to the lattices of exposed faces and normal cones of a linear image of the state space. We point out the fundamental property that the lattice of ground projections of a linear subspace is coatomistic.
Here and subsequently, let U Ă A a linear subspace and π : A Ñ A the orthogonal projection onto U . The isotone lattice isomorphism (3.5) restricts to another useful map. Let PpU q :" tp 0 puq | u P U u Y t0u denote the set of ground projections of U . The identity (3.6) shows that φ restricts to the bijection (4.1) φ| PpU q : PpU q Ñ L onto the lattice of pre-images of exposed faces of πpC A q, introduced in (2.2). Since L is a complete lattice whose infimum is the intersection, it follows that φ| PpU q is an isotone lattice isomorphism and that PpU q, partially ordered by the Löwner partial ordering, is a complete lattice whose infimum is given in terms of intersection of images (3.1). In the classical case (3.3) of A -C X , the infimum in PpU q is simply the intersection of subsets of X. We summarize.
Lemma 4.1. Let U Ă A be a linear subspace. Then PpU q is a complete lattice. The infimum of p, q P PpU q is the projection r P P A whose image is the intersection imageprq " imageppq X imagepqq. In the classical case (3.3) we have p^q " p X q.
There are two important lattice isomorphisms connecting PpU q to the projection πpC A q of the state space C A onto U . The isomorphisms (4.1) and (2.4) show that (4.2) π˝φ| PpU q : PpU q Ñ EpπpCqq is an isotone lattice isomorphism [57] . If πpCq is not a singleton, then by (2.6) Figure 1 . The convex hull of the unit disk and the point p2, 0q has two boundary segments containing only one atom, tp2, 0qu, of the lattice of exposed faces. They cannot be written as suprema of atoms.
is an antitone lattice isomorphism. Using (2.7) and the map ν from (3.9), we notice
where νppq is a normal cone of the state space C A .
Remark 4.2. The convex set πpC A q is affinely isomorphic to convex sets studied in other fields: Algebraic polar of a spectrahedron [47] , joint algebraic numerical range [42] , and state space of an operator system [46] . See [57] for details about the latter.
The lattice of exposed faces EpπpC Ais generated by certain maximal elements.
Definition 4.3 (Atoms and coatoms)
. Let K be a complete lattice with smallest element 0 and greatest element 1. We say 0 and 1 are improper elements of K and we call x P K a proper element of K if and only x R t0, 1u. An atom of K is a minimal element of Kzt0u. The lattice K is atomistic if each element is the supremum of the atoms which it contains. A coatom of K is a maximal element of Kzt1u. The lattice K is coatomistic if each element is the infimum of the coatoms in which it is contained.
The lattice EpπpC Ais coatomistic [55] and so is PpU q by virtue of (4.2), as was shown in [57] . The lattice EpπpCqq is generally not atomistic. An example with n " 3 is depicted in Figure 1 in coordinates tpxρ, a 1 y, xρ, a 2 yq | ρ P C M 3 u Ă R 2 where U is the span of In the classical case (3.3) the state space C A " ∆ X is a simplex, πp∆ X q a polytope, and Epπp∆ Xatomistic 2 . The atoms are the exposed points and the coatoms the facets of πp∆ X q, that is exposed faces of codimension one, see Theorem 2.7 of [62] .
Remark 4.5 (Top to bottom via minors). If 1 P U then every non-zero element of
PpU q is the ground projection of a positive semi-definite u P U with p 0 puq " kerpuq. The Sylvester criterion [32] shows for k " 1, . . . , n that tp P PpU q | rkppq ě ku is formed by the ground projections of solutions of the real algebraic system tu P U | the minors of u of size n´k`1 are zero and the principal minors of u of size at most n´k are non-negative u.
Lemma 4.4 suggests to solve the algebraic systems by decreasing order of the rank k " n´1, n´2, . . . , 1. This order has also the advantage to start with the system of the smallest algebraic degree.
A variation principle for ground spaces
The variation principle of Proposition 2.6 is applied here to ground projections.
Lemma 5.1. Let U Ă A be a linear subspace such that πpCq is no singleton, and let p P P A . Then p P PpU q holds if and only if p is the greatest element of tq P P A | νpqq X U " νppq X U u in the Löwner partial ordering.
Proof: Proposition 2.6 shows for F P EpCq that F P L if and only if F is the greatest element of tG P EpCq | N C pGq X U " N C pF q X U u. The lattice isomorphisms φ : P A Ñ EpCq from (3.5) and φ| PpU q : PpU q Ñ L from (4.1) show for p P P A that p P PpU q if and only if p is the greatest element of tq P P A | N C˝φ pqq X U " N C˝φ ppq X U u. The definition (3.9) of ν finishes the proof.T o employ Lemma 5.1 algebraically, we use (3.10) and write
Recall from (4.4) that νppq X U " pR1`p 1 A`p 1 q X U is a normal cone of πpCq.
The substitution of νppq X U with Kppq is not always faithful. For example, let A " M 2 , let U be the span of X " p 0 1 1 0 q and Y " p 0´i i 0 q, and let u P U have spectral norm one. Then p 0 puq " 1 2 p1´uq is the ground projection of u and ν pp 0 puqq X U " tλ¨u | λ ě 0u , while Kppq " t0u for all p P P A . Lemma 5.3. Let U Ă A be a linear subspace with U Ľ R1. Then for all p, q P P A we have νppq X U " νpqq X U ðñ Kppq " Kpqq.
Proof: We prove "ð". We have for all p P P A
The first equality of (5.2) holds by (5.1), the second equality requires 1 P U , see equation (22) of [55] . We prove "ñ". Unless stated otherwise, 1 P U is not assumed in the sequel. For p P P A we have
Let p ‰ 0. Then for any a P A such that pa " 0, each of the statements a ľ 0 or p ĺ p 0 paq implies kerpaq " p 0 paq. Hence
that is by (5.1)
To finish the proof it suffices to show that νp0q X U ‰ νppq X U . We have
and by (4.4) and (2.5)
holds. Since p ‰ 0, the exposed face cl EpπpCqq pπ˝φppqq is non-empty. Assuming πpCq is not a singleton, which is implied by U Ľ R1, the map N πpCq : EpπpCqq Ñ N pπpCqq is the isomorphism (2.6). This completes the proof.N otice that the statement of Lemma 5.3 is wrong for U " R1. Here νppq X U " U for all p P P A , while Kp0q " tλ1 | λ ě 0u and Kppq " t0u for all p P P A zt0u.
Theorem 5.4. Let U Ă A be a linear subspace with 1 P U and let p P P A . Then p P PpU q holds if and only if p is the greatest element of tq P P A | Kpqq " Kppqu in the Löwner partial ordering.
Proof: The case U " R1 is verified in the preceding paragraph. If U Ľ R1 then the claim follows from Lemmas 5.1 and 5.3.Ű sing the linear spaces Lppq :" p 1 Ap 1 X U , p P P A , may simplify matters.
Lemma 5.5. Let U Ă A be a linear subspace, let p P P A . Then Kppq " Lppq X A`.
In the classical case (3.3) we have Lppq " ppAp`U K q K .
Coatoms of the lattice of ground spaces
Here we characterize the coatoms of the lattice of ground projections PpU q.
Theorem 6.1. Let U Ă A be a linear subspace with 1 P U and let p P PpU q.
(1) The projection p is a coatom of PpU q if and only if Kppq is a ray.
(2) Let p ‰ 0 and d " dim Kppq. There are coatoms q 1 , . . . , q d of PpU q such that p " q 1^. . .^q d and such that the rays Kpq 1 q, . . . , Kpq d q are linearly independent exposed extreme rays of Kppq.
Proof: Let U " R1. Then PpU q " t0, 1u and indeed Kp0q " tλ1 | λ ě 0u is a ray while Kp1q " t0u. The second assertion is true as the infimum of H is 1.
In the following we assume U Ľ R1. Let U 0 Ă U be the space of traceless matrices in U and notice PpU 0 q " PpU q. The convex set π U 0 pCq is a proper convex set in the sense of [57] , that is π U 0 pCq has non-empty interior in U 0 and Epπ U 0 pCqq contains a proper exposed face. Under these (technical) assumptions, Theorem 6.2 and Corollary 6.3 of [57] show that any non-empty face of any normal cone N of π U 0 pCq lies in N π U 0 pCq . Hence, Remark 2.2(4) of [57] shows that N has dimpN q linearly independent exposed rays which lie in N π U 0 pCq . These properties of π U 0 pCq are used in the sequel without further mention.
Since νppq˘R1 Ă νppq holds, we have R1`pU 0 X νppqq " pR1`U 0 q X νppq by Lemma 5.1 of [55] . Hence
Notice that the right-hand side of (6.1) is the direct sum of a line and a convex cone, the cone being pointed if p ‰ 0. By (5.2) we have
Notice that the right-hand side of (6.2) is the sum of a line and a pointed convex cone, the sum being direct if p ‰ 0. Proof of (1). The antitone lattice isomorphism PpU 0 q Ñ N pπ U 0 pCqq defined in (4.3) is the function p Þ Ñ νppq X U 0 , as observed in (4.4). Hence, a projection p P PpU 0 q is a coatom of PpU 0 q if and only if νppq X U 0 is an atom of N pπ U 0 pCqq. Theorem 3.2 of [57] shows that the atoms of N pπ U 0 pCqq are the rays in N pπ U 0 pCqq. If p ‰ 0 then by (6.1) and (6.2) the cone νppq X U 0 is a ray if and only if Kppq is a ray. This proves the claim for p ‰ 0. The cone Kp0q is not a ray, as U Ľ R1 and as 1 is an interior point of A`. In agreement with that, 0 is not a coatom of PpU 0 q, because PpU 0 q, has a proper element by (4.2), as π U 0 pCq has a proper exposed face.
Proof of (2) . Let F be a proper exposed face of π U 0 pCq and d " dimpN π U 0 pCq pF qq. Corollary 2.3 of [57] shows that there are coatoms F 1 , . . . , F d of Epπ U 0 pCqq such that F " F 1 X . . . X F d and such that the rays N π U 0 pCq pF i q, i " 1, . . . , d, are linearly independent exposed extreme rays of N π U 0 pCq pF q. An analogous statement concerning proper ground projections p of U 0 follows from the lattice isomorphism (4.2),
Let N " N π U 0 pCq pπ U 0˝φ ppqq and d " dimpN q. There are coatoms q 1 , . . . , q d of PpU 0 q such that p " q 1^. . .^q d and such that the rays r i " N π U 0 pCq pπ U 0˝φ pq i qq, i " 1, . . . , d, are linearly independent exposed extreme rays of N . Using (4.4), we get N " νppq X U 0 and r i " νpq i q X U 0 , i " 1, . . . , d. From (6.1) and (6.2) follows that d " dimpνppq X U 0 q " dim Kppq. To see that the rays Kpq i q, i " 1, . . . , d, are exposed rays of Kppq, we notice from (6.1) that r i " νpq i q X U 0 defines an exposed half-plane R1`r i " νpq i q X U of R1`N " νppq X U . The linear space V " ta P A | pa " 0u intersects νppq X U transversally to its lineality space R1 and the intersection is the pointed convex cone Kppq by (5.3). Hence pR1`r i q X V is an exposed ray of Kppq. Since q i ľ p we have pR1`r i q X V " Kpq i q. Adding and subtracting lineality also shows that the linear independence of tr i u 
We write u P U in the form
The ground space of u is independent of λ and invariant under scaling of u with positive scalars. We assume |z| " 1. Using rank-one projections ppzq :"
is the spectral decomposition of u, the eigenvalues being tλ˘1, λ`2 Repzqu. Case a), Repzq "´1{2. Let z˘:"´1 2˘i
and u˘:" 2ppz˘q ' 0. For λ " 1 and z " z˘we obtain u " u˘in equation (7.1), and p 0 puq is the rank-two coatom p˘:" p 0 pu˘q " pp´z˘q ' 1 of PpU q. The cone
is a ray in accord with Theorem 6.1(1).
Case b), Repzq ą´1{2. Taking λ " 1, we have u " 2ppzq ' p1`2 Repzqq in equation (7.1), and p 0 puq " pp´zq ' 0. Since p 0 puq ł p˘and since p˘are the only rank-two elements of PpU q, the projection p 0 puq is a coatom of PpU q. The cone
is a ray in agreement with Theorem 6.1 (1) .
Case c), Repzq ă´1{2. Equation (7.1) shows p 0 puq " 0 ' 1 " p`^p´. The cone
π, 4 3 πsu ' 0 has dimension two. Since argpz`q " π, we have
So Kpp˘q are the extreme rays of Kp0 ' 1q in agreement with Theorem 6.1(2).
Many-body systems
In this section we discuss k-local Hamiltonians and quantum marginals. We consider a composite system of N P N units, labeled by rN s :" t1, . . . , N u. For each unit i P rN s we choose a Hilbert space C n i , n i P N, and a *-algebra A i acting on C n i and containing the n i -by-n i identity matrix. For any subset ν Ă rN s, the tensor product Â iPν C n i is the Hilbert space and A ν :" Â iPν A i is the algebra, with identity denoted by 1 ν , of the system composed of the units in ν. The full system has algebra A :" A rN s " Â iPrN s A i . By definition, a k-local Hamiltonian is of the form (8.1) a " ř |ν|"k apνq b 1 ν 1 , where ν 1 " rN szν, where apνq P A ν is a hermitian matrix, and where the sum extends over subsets ν Ă rN s with |ν| " k. We denote the real vector space of k-local Hamiltonians by U pkq .
From now on we consider U " U pkq . We pointed out in the introduction that πpCq is isomorphic to the set of k-body marginals. To see this, let ν Ă rN s. The partial trace over the subsystem ν is the linear map tr ν : A Ñ A ν 1 which is the adjoint of the embedding A ν 1 ãÑ A, a Þ Ñ a b 1 ν with respect to the Hilbert-Schmidt inner product. If ρ P C A is a state on A then tr ν 1 pρq P C Aν is the marginal of ρ on subsystem ν. For k " 1, . . . , N we define the linear map (8.2) tr pkq : A Ñ Ś |ν|"k A ν , a Þ Ñ ptr ν 1 paqq |ν|"k to the cartesian product (direct sum) of algebras A ν , |ν| " k. The set of k-body marginals or k-body reduced density matrices [16] is
The restricted linear map
is a bijection because of tr pkq " tr pkq˝π and since tr pkq | U pkq is injective.
The inclusion D pkq Ă Ś |ν|"k C Aν is strict for k ě 2 as it follows from comparison of dimensions. Let n 1 "¨¨¨" n N and A i " M n 1 , i P rN s. Then Proposition 1 of [59] and (8.4) show
q . For k " 2 and three qubits this gives dimpD pk" 36 ă 45
In the classical case (3.3), the algebra of unit i P rN s is the space of functions A i " C X i on a configuration space X i with |X i | " n i , i P rN s. The algebra A ν " C Xν is the space of functions on the configuration space of subsystem ν,
The full configuration space is X :" X rN s . Viewing x P X as a sequence, let x ν P X ν denote its truncation to ν Ă rN s. This means x " px i q iPrN s for x i P X i , i P rN s, and x ν " px ν,i q iPν for x ν,i " x i , i P ν. Denoting the disjoint union by Ť |ν|"k X ν " tpν, yq : |ν| " k, y P X ν u, the matrix of (8.2) with respect to the bases pδ x q xPX and pδ pν,ypν,yqP
The simplex C A " ∆ X is the convex hull of pδ x q xPX . Hence (8.3) shows that D pkq is the convex hull of the columns of the matrix (8.6). The polytope D pkq is well-known in mathematical statistics [22, 25, 34] . If n 1 "¨¨¨" n N , then Proposition 1 of [59] and (8.4) show
A simple three-bit example
We discuss ground spaces of 2-local 3-bit Hamiltonians. The three-bit configuration space (8.5) is X " t0, 1uˆt0, 1uˆt0, 1u. The function f : X Ñ R, f px 1 , x 2 , x 3 q " p´1q
spans the complement of U p2q in A " R X , as dimpU p2" 7 by (8.7). Let p P P A . Lemma 5.5 shows Kppq " tu P Lppq | u ľ 0u where
Let |p| " 7. We prove p R PpU p2q q. Since f has full rank and p 1 only one non-zero coefficient, for all a P p 1 Ap 1 the statement xa, f y " 0 is equivalent to a " 0. This proves Kppq " t0u. Theorem 5.4 shows p R PpU p2because Kp1q " t0u.
Let |p| ď 5. We prove that p is not a coatom of PpU p2q q. First, let us assume that for all configurations x P p 1 we have f pxq " 1 (the case f pxq "´1 is analogous). A diagonal matrix a P A lies in Kppq if and only if a P p 1 Ap 1 , a ľ 0, and a P U . Assuming the latter, we obtain 0 " xa, f y " trpaq which implies a " 0. This proves Kppq " t0u and shows p R PpU p2as in the preceding paragraph. Second, assume without loss of generality that there are x, y P p 1 such that f pxq " 1 and f pyq "´1. Since |p 1 | ě 3, there is z P p 1 ztx, yu such that f pzq "´1 (the case f pzq " 1 is analogous). Using the basis (3.4) we obtain δ x`δy , δ x`δz P Kppq which shows dim Kppq ą 1. Theorem 6.1 (1) shows that p is not a coatom of PpU p2q q. Let |p| " 6 and let p 1 " tx, yu for distinct x, y P X. If f pxq " f pyq then Kppq " t0u follows as in the case |p| ď 5 treated above. If f pxq ‰ f pyq then a P p 1 Ap 1 and a P U imply that a is a scalar multiple of δ x`δy , so
This shows that p is a coatom of PpU p2q q. See Figure 2 for drawings.
The complete bipartite graph K 4,4 with vertex set X and bi-partition
allows to have further insights into the lattice PpU p2q q, for three bits. We showed that p Ă X is a coatom of PpU p2if and only if p 1 is an edge of K 4,4 . Dually, p Ă X is an atom of the dual lattice PpU p2q q˚" tp 1 | p P PpU p2q qu if and only if p is an edge of K 4,4 . Since PpU p2is coatomistic with infimum the intersection (Lemmas 4.4 and 4.1), the dual lattice PpU p2q q˚is atomistic with supremum the union. Thus p Ă X lies in PpU p2q q˚if and only if p is a union (possibly empty) of edges of K 4,4 . It is not clear that any p Ă X with |p| ě 5 lies in PpU p2q q˚because p X V`1 ‰ H and p X V´1 ‰ H. Similarly, 68 of the 70 subsets of X of cardinality four lie in PpU p2q q˚, the exceptions are V`1 and V´1. Dually, PpU p2contains all p Ă X with |p| ď 3, which is a special case of Theorem 14 of [34] .
We discuss ground spaces of frustration-free Hamiltonians [10, 41, 33, 16, 21] , omitting detailed proofs. A k-local Hamiltonian a P U pkq is frustration-free if a has a sum representation (8.1) such that every ground state of a is a ground state of apνq b 1 ν 1 , |ν| " k. The set U ff pkq of frustration-free k-local Hamiltonians is not a vector space. But the set of its ground projections, combined with the zero matrix, is a complete lattice, denoted QpU pkq q, whose infimum is the intersection of images (3.1). The lattice is coatomistic, as the ground space of a P U ff pkq is the intersection of ground spaces of the local terms apνq b 1 ν 1 , |ν| " k.
The dual lattice QpU pkq q˚is atomistic. In the commutative case (3.3) the supremum of QpU pkq q˚is the union. For three bits, it is easy to see that the atoms of QpU p2q q˚are the non-horizontal edges of K 4,4 in the vertex arrangement V`1 V´1 p000q p111q p011q p100q p101q p010q p110q p001q
The lattice QpU p2q q˚contains any p Ă X with |p| ě 6, because p X V`1 and p X V´1 contain at least two points each. The lattice QpU p2q q˚contains 48 of the 56 subsets p Ă X with |p| " 5, the eight subsets containing V`1 or V´1 are missing. Dually, QpU p2contains all p Ă X with |p| ď 2. The last observation follows also from Lemma 2 of [59] , since there is a one-to-one correspondence between ground spaces of U ff pkq and support sets of probability distributions which, in the sense of [25] , factor according to the log-linear model with generators tν Ă rN s : |ν| " ku.
Conclusion
We proved two theorems concerning the lattice PpU q of ground projections of a vector space U of hermitian matrices. First, Theorem 5.4 offers an equivalent form of the decision problem of whether a projection p P A lies in PpU q, see Section 1. Second, Theorem 6.1 proves useful, in Section 9, to identify coatoms of PpU q for 3-bit Hamiltonians. Are the theorems useful in the non-commutative domain?
We are unable to decisively answer the question, but two remarks are in place. First, there does not exist any matrix in the space U p2q of 2-local 3-qubit Hamiltonians whose ground space has dimension seven. This is provable by showing the infeasibility of the real polynomial system from Remark 4.5 for k " 7 (algebraic degree two). The FindInstance command of Wolfram Mathematica solves the problem in less than half a day on a 1.3 GHz Intel Core i5 processor, using the cylindrical decomposition algorithm [9] . Second, an interesting problem to study is whether for every projection p P M 8 of rank rkppq ď 5 either Kppq " t0u or dim Kppq ą 1 holds. If true, this would imply, with the help of the Theorems 5.4 and 6.1, that all coatoms of PpU p2have rank six, just as in the commutative case of three bits.
